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Dog’s are a mans bestfriend.
But big dogs or little? Kelsey
and Anthony take on the topic
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LIVE ACTION CONTINUES

“The Little Mermaid” to hit
theatres in late 201/with a
new twist
CLUB SPOTLIGHT

Pre-Law Club prepares
Sacred Heart students for
law school and LSAT
IMPROV SHOWCASE

The Pioneer Players preform
latest improv showcase in The
Little Theatre March 30
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National Honorary Band
Fraternity works with local
school music programs
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The Pioneers post tofans on
social media sites as user
@SHUbigred

^TWEETS Olthe
#@EniCr68
“In high school I won best dressed, in
college, you’re lucky if I changed out
of my pajamas”

^ @dannaaylap
“Just registered classes for senior
year, someone explain to me HOW”

)§ @leegit_
7 just saw a little girl heely onto the
line at target and i just realized a 9
year old was about 100 times cooler
than me”
“Tweets of the Week” are taken from
a public forum on Twitter. Tweets are
opinions of the individual and do not
represent the opinions of Sacred Heart
University or The Spectrum News
paper. if you want to see your Tweet
in the newspaper, use the hashtag
#ShuSpectrumand you may be
featured!
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SACRED HEART UNIVERSITY THEATER ARTS PROGRAM

DEVIN TOWNE WILL STAR AS JESUS CHRIST IN SACRED HEART UNIVERSITY’S PRODUCTION OF “JESUS CHRIST SUPERSTAR”

BY STEPHANIE PETTWAY
StaffReporter
The Sacred Heart University’s Theatre Arts Program is bringing
Andrew Lloyd Webber’s and Tim Rice’s “Jesus Christ Superstar”
to the Edgerton Center for Performing Arts stage on Palm Sunday
weekend.
The critically and publicly acclaimed rock opera is a blend of rock,
heavy metal and theatrical pop.
According to the “Jesus Christ Superstar” website, the show is
a “timeless work set against the backdrop of an extraordinaiy and
universally known series of events but seen, unusually, through the
eyes of Judas Iscariot.”
However, the program is taking a different approach by performing
a more contemporary adaption.
“Our director definitely has his own interpretation of the show, so
we are putting our own twist on our production,” said fi-eshman
Lauren Celentano, who is playing Mary Magdalene. “It is being
presented as a re-imagined version.”
The goal of their adaption is to retell the story of Jesus in a way
that relates to today’s society.
“The story that we are telling is not just a story, but a way of life
that is still alive today,” said senior Nicholas Patino, President of the
Theatre Arts Program, cast member and producer of the show.
Two major roles in the production are Jesus and Judas, played by
junior Devin Towne and sophomore Henley Solomon.
“Playing the role of Judas has certainly been a stretch for me.
It’s easy to play a character with a bad name and depict him as
the villain, but it’s a little more difficult to make an unrelatable
character real and human for the audience to empathize with him,”

said Solomon.
While being a devout Catholic, Towne felt that in order to embody
Jesus and depict him accurately, it required more than just a physical
appearance.
“[Jesus] is different than many roles I have played or have seen
played before. To get a grasp of the empathy and internal struggles
that fuel Jesus throughout the last seven days of his life, each
moment in the production needs to be stripped to the core,” said
Towne. “Without the character work, the audience would get nothing
more than another recount of the biblical story. It takes a lot more
than long hair to get into character for this role.”
The rehearsal process for the show has included both musical and
technical preparation.
“The rehearsal process for a musical starts with learning all the
musical numbers with the musical director, Leo Carusone. This is
especially important in this show because it is a rock opera and all
sung,” said Patino. “From there we start staging with the director,
Jerry Goehring. Everything comes together as we start adding technicaj aspects.”
“Jesus Christ Superstar” opens in the Edgerton Center for the
Performing Arts on Thursday, April 6 and runs until Sunday, April 9.
Performances times are 8 p.m. Thursday, Friday and Saturday and
Sunday at 3 p.m.
To purchase tickets, visit the Box Office in the Edgerton lobby or
online at http://edgertoncenter.org/theatre_arts.php.
The cast and crew are ready for the surrounding community to see
the work they’ve put into their production.
“Now that we are getting closer and closer to opening night, the
energy and intensity is at an all-time high,” said Towne. “I promise
you that this is a show you would regret not buying a ticket to.”
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This is a role that will help with the student
population in cases that go beyond academics,
as well as in the classroom.
95

News

-Nicole Sambuco, Sophomore

Miles Forma Discusses Life with Cerebral Palsy
BY ROBERTO ROJAS

StaffReporter
On March 29, Sacred Heart University presented another edition of their spring Human
Journey Colloquia Series with a discussion led by Miles Forma, a 29-year-old man bom
with cerebral palsy.
During the presentation. Forma shared his personal stories about nonverbal
communication and how Cerebral Palsy has affected his lifestyle.
The event called “Accessing Augmentative & Alternative Commimication Devices
for Cerebral Palsy,” demonstrated the stoiy of Forma as a young boy to an adult with a
disability that didn’t let him to speak.
Cerebral Palsy occurs when there is damage to the brain that leads to trouble in moving
the body.
Some students were moved by Forma’s story as he spoke from his augmentative
communication device, the Dynavox DV Five Plus.
“It’s just inspiring to know that while he has a disability, he still has someone to help,”
said freshman Danielle Chiavola. “His story was incredible to hear.”
During the begiiming of the presentation, students were presented with a 20 minute
video produced by ABC News’ Nightline program that featured Forma’s life story.
“It’s great to see that he is still willing to help out in the world,” said freshman Nicole
DeMaria. “His message was clear and inspiring to all of us that attended his discussion.”
It shows Forma’s experiences from being treated in Himgary at four years old to getting
help by the Artificial Language Lab and how he and his family worked together with the
Lab and with their Jewish community to accomplish Forma’s goal.
“I want people to respect me for who I am and not feel sorry for me,” said Forma in the
video by ABC News.
During his presentation. Forma focused on how he is able to speak through his synthetic
commimication device with the help of his various physicians from the Artificial
Language Lab and speech therapists at school.

By JOHN CERRETANI

StaffReporter

SACRED HEART UNIVERSITY KAPPA SIGMA OFFICIAL INSTAGRAM PAGE

SEAN HEFFRON WORKS WITH STUDENTS IN KAPPA SIGMA
FRATERNITY

Current Director of Student Experience Sean Heffron
has been appointed the position of Executive Director of
Student Success at Sacred Heart University.

MORGAN FORD/SPECTRUM

MILES FORMA SHARED HIS PERSONAL STORIES WITH STUDENTS ABOUT HOW CEREBRAL PALSY
HAS AFFECTED HIS UFE

“Many of them helped me a lot during school,” said Forma. “They would repeat words
over and over until I got a basic understanding of it.”
He spoke about the struggles that he faced at an early age and how he was able to reach
his goals later on in life.
“I was getting frustrated with my Dynavox that I stopped bringing it to school,” said
Forma. “After I moved to New Hampshire when I was 13, the speech therapist there really
helped me use my Dynavox and say what I always wanted to say.”
Forma also highlighted the importance of getting help'from others in order to i^hieve
personal goals.
‘ • •
-•
“It is important to never give up,” said Forma. “Because if you do, you will never
want to accomplish what you really want to do. Reach out to people for help when and if
needed.”

This is a newly created posMoh'due fo flip ^st-gro^hg
student population of the university.
,
In moving to his new role, Heffron will be tasked with
providing opportunities for the campus population to grow.
“I am honored to be given this opportunity,” said
Heffron. “With the growing population on campus, the
university is incorporating new resources along with old
ones to help the student population be successful. We have
some brilliant and dedicated people in each of our colleges
and programs, and I am excited to work with all of them to
learn the best ways to keep our students engaged.”
The creation of this role is in effort to assist students
both inside and out of the classrootn, as well as improve '
student retention rates.
“Sean has done an excellent job in his current role as the
Director of Student Experience at the Welch College of
Business, and he will bring the same energy and creativity
to this new position,” said Dr. Rupendra Paliwal, Universi
ty Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs.
However, not all students on campus agree that the posi
tion is necessary.
“This position sounds unnecessary to me because every
professor is there to help students succeed,” said junior

'■

BHian I^onardelli. “There are plenty of re^urjces ^y^ilahle
for students that tl^is ppsjtion is not needed.”
The position will consist of overseeing and developing
student success initiatives in each of the colleges, as well
as working closely with both Academic Affairs and Stu
dent Affairs. The position will also include incorporating
the Jandridevits Learning Center (JLC) and their services..
“Under Sean’s leadership, the Student Success Center
will be proactive in providing a comprehensive array of
programs, resources, and services that advance academic
success, skill development ;and a successful transition in
^d b^t of the university seftitig,”. said Paliwal. , ,
Being'given this, ne\y position will,expand Hef^on’s
area of opportunity to create experiences that will not only
help students achieve their goals, but will help them as
they enter the working world after graduation.
“This is a great new idea that Sacred Heart definitely
needs and will be beneficial for the future,” said sopho
more Nicole Sambuco. “This is a role that will help with
the student population in cases that go beyond academics,
as well as in the classroom.”
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Who Let The Dogs Out?

HE SAID
ANTHONY...
Dogs are probably one of the cutest
animals you could have as a pet. Then
again, animals are just adorable in
general. For the most part you can pet
them, cuddle with them and they are great
company.
Although my friend Anthony over there
loves big dogs, I however love small
dogs.
Yorkshire Terriers, Maltese, Poodles,
Jack Russell Terrier, Chihuahua and
Corgis are all examples of amazing small

girls love when guys have cute dogs with
them. It shows people a different side of
you that they normally do not get to see
of you on a daily basis. It shows that you
can be affectionate and sensitive which, to
many females is a good quality.
Guys, if you have been trying to win
over a girl this is the quality that might
make females more attracted to you.
Even magazines like GQ and People
are notorious for having male actors,
models and artists pose with small dogs
dpgs.
, ', on their cover and spotlight stories. Photo
From their puppy dog eyps, ^prable, /; •;
• editors from these magazines know what
&t>e3(,^eir.ljp,val?le ^?clion, to jdvejr tipy^u , attracts people to read their publication.
little bodies, these dogs are sure to win
If you also love to have a snuggle
,
over your hearts.
•
buddy when you go to bed, small dogs
It’s adorable to see them waddle while
will be the perfect size to wrap your arms
they walk and look at you with their cute
around while you go to sleep.
eyes like they worship you as their owner.
They don’t take up your whole bed and
I mean there is a reason why in “Legally
will not fully wake you up if they roll
around in the middle of the night. And if
Blonde’s” Elle Woods has a cute little pet
they do get into the wrong spot when you
Chihuahua in her purse almost at
all times.
need to stretch out, you can just pick them
' Small dogs are great company, and
up with one hand and move them.
have I mentioned they are so easy to cai^
They aK a grea.t pet to haye^when ;^ou ^
' ifyoii hhve h bag With ^U.
■'
are upset and need a little pick me up to ’
get you through the tough times. They can
Dogs like Maltese, Terriefs ind Corgis
see you cry when you want no one else to
also can’t over power you if they get
distracted and try to run away from you
see you cry because you want to be alone.
unlike most big dogs.
Small dogs will not judge you, instead
You don’t have to yank on their leash
they will just cuddle and love you
or even get pulled running after them
Through times of breakups with your
because they are so small in size.
significant other, family troubles, stress
They are just so lightweight and easy
fixim school or work, or from fights with
to manage, who wouldn’t like to cany
your friends, they will always be there.
around a cute little puppy to kiss you.
, Whether you like small dogs or big
In many cases can becdtn'e a great ac- ' , dogs they will always keep you company
cessory and perhaps even a great sidekick. no matter what.
Now for the guys, there is a reason why

•

•
•

•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
I
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I
I
I
I
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For years people have been Saying that
dogs are a man’s best finends. I really like
to say that a dog is anyone’s best friend.
Why dogs? Because they are so lovably
awesome. My love for dogs started when
I was a small child, probably somewhere
around the age of five.
Like every other kid I wanted a dog to
run around and play with. My mom was a
big advocate for not having a dog and she
made that very much known to me.
See, when my mom was a kid she had
some bad luck with dogs. Throughout her
being in elementary school and high school
my mom went through eight dogs.
All of the dogs she had either died or
ran away so for all the times I asked, the
answer was no.
Naturally, all those times being told no
just made me want dogs even more.
However I’m not writing here today to
rant about my mother not loving me enough
to get me a dog.
I’m here to talk about the different types
of dogs, specifically, the sizes of dogs. Even
though all dogs are cool, there are obvious
ly 'tome that are cooler than other.
For instance big dogs are so much more
fun to have then small dogs. Actually now
that I’m thinking about this, small dogs are
the worst.
Tiny dogs such as Chihuahuas, Pomer
anian’s, and Shih Tzus are pretty much
useless to society.
First of all you can’t play with them
cause their tiny and weird. Like one of my
close family friends has a small Yorkshire
Terrier and every time I went over there I
had to be on high alert.
I literally had to walk while attentively

watching the ground because I could easily
crush this dog with my foot. I’m not going
to He, there were times when I didn’t pay
attention and actually hit him. On accident
of course, I did feel really bad after.
Sure I felt bad but like come on, this is
just ridiculous. Not to mention smaller dogs
need a lot more attention and care for.
I mean how can you even walk some of
these tiny dogs. God forbid a hawk could
very easily come down and scoop one up
with ease.
Also, in my experience every tiny dog
loves to bark at everything around it.
Probably because it’s so scared of every
thing since it’s so small.
Well I don’t know if you’ve ever heard a
small dog bark but it is a high-pitched noise
that is absolutely piercing to the ear.
Big dogs are a lot more fun to be around
and you don’t necessarily need to care for
them as much as small dogs.
I’m talking about breeds like Golden
Retrievers, Bernese Mountain dogs, and
Siberian Huskies. These dogs are bigger so
they’re more likely to play a little rough,
which is exactly what you should want.
My girlfriend has a Golden Retriev
er who weighs somewhere around 110
pounds. No lie, this dog is probably the top
reason why I date her.
The dog is just so substantial compared
to small dogs. He’s fun to run around with
and just loves to play, which is something
you don’t find in smaller dogs.
So there you have it folks. Get yourself a
big dog and your life will be exponentially
more amazing.

Late-Night Diner to Open in October
BY NICOLE CROTEAU

StaffReporter
Sacred Heart University will be building a late night
diner on main campus as a new dining option for students
within the upcoming year.
The diner, which is scheduled to be up and running in
October of 2017, will have late night hours on weekends.
It’s set to stay open imtil 3 a.m.
“Dining dollars will be accepted and they will have an
extensive take out menu,” said Associate Dean of Students
Denise Tiberio. “In the Fall, Chartwell’s will have applica
tions available for students to apply to work in the diner.”
The university purchased 15.6 acres of land in April to
continue expanding and plans to use the land for academic
buildings, housing, athletic facilities, and the diner.
“I think that it will be very convenient for all of the stu
dents and it will offer more of a variety of dining options,”
said sophomore Nicole San Filippo. “Some students get

sick of the same options that are provided by Linda’s and
63’s so I think that by adding a diner it will be beneficial to
the student body.”
Sacred Heart University currently offers a variety of
dining options on campus that includes Linda’s, 63’s,
Outtakes, Einstein’s, Red’s, Holy Grounds, and The Peak
Creamery, the two larger main dining options being
Linda’s and 63’s.
t‘The opening date is on or about October 6th, 2017 and
it will be up by the tennis court area and the hours of oper
ation have still not been defined, but we will try to get as
close to 24 hours as we can,” said Director of Chartwell’s
Dining Services Mark Tammone.
The diner is going to be student run and feature a 50’s
to 60’s classic style, according to Student Government
President Addison Chau.
Chau also indicated that the diner is going to be named
“IP’s Diner” after Dr. John Petillo, the President of Sacred
Heart University. Naming the diner was a two-week
process that was given to student government.

“We believe it will be an exciting addition to the
university,” said Director of Communications Deborah
Noack. “We can’t think of many institutions that feature a
retro diner as a dining hall option. Plans also call for a big
screen that will feature sitcoms finm the 50’s and 60’s and
other fun programming in the spirit of a retro diner.”
Noack also said that the new dining hall will feature
a traditional menu similar to other diners throughout the
northeast region.
‘To give the diner more of the 50’s to 60’s feel, and
jukeboxes are looking to be placed inside to make the diner
authentic,” said Chau.
Chau also said that he feels like this will be unique for
students due to the fact that it is a student run restaurant.
“I personally cannot wait for the diner to open,” said San
Filippo. “I think that it is something that will excite many
students due to the new food options and it will definitely
be a busy location that students are interested in. It is a nice
new addition to our campus.”

t
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Post Graduation: Are You Really Independent?
BY MICHAEL MARINO

StaffReporter
After graduating fiom college, would you want to
continue living with your parents, or-do you wmt to be
independent right away?
According to thewrap.com, millennials do not consider
themselves adults until the age of 30. However, seniors at
Sacred Heart University have different thoughts on adult
hood and what they are planning on doing after graduation
in 2017.
“After I graduate, I plan on living with my parents and
working until I can earn enough money to move out,” said
senior A. J Correia. “I plan on saving all my money and not
spending it so I can jump into the real world on my own.
This will help lower the costs in the beginning when I will
not have much of my own money. I’d like to live with my
parents for no more than two summers.”

According to The Daily Wire, the market for jobs has
been slow since the 2007-2009 recession, and this is only
made worse by the increased cost of housing.
In addition, many students graduate fi'om college with a
large amount of student loan debt, which is a major factor
when bills start to pile up.
“For me, being from New Hampshire, I wanted to get
out and see as much of the United States and world as pos
sible,” said senior John Callahan. “One of the best places
for the music industry is Los Angeles so I’m going to get
an apartment with one of my friends. I took time off from
college and now am 24 years old and finishing up school.
It’s fiinny, I still feel like a kid, but once we get a job I feel
like that’s when we’re forced to grow up.”
After college, many Sacred Heart students seem they
would like to live their youth freely after college and go
travel the world.
“For me, it was going abroad to Italy for four months,”
said Taves. “I wasn’t sure how to feel about the experience

or how I would survive, however I quickly stepped up to
the challenge and made the most of it. The most amount
of time I would live with my parents is six months,” said
Taves. “I think after that it would be time for me to move
out and become fully independent.”
Although some students feel that if you are not finan
cially stable it’s more reasonable to live with your parents
for a few months after graduation, others believe 21 is the
begiiming of adulthood.
“I would say you are an adult when you turn 21 simply
because the state would legally consider you as one,” said
senior Mitchel Fortin.
Whether seniors decide to become independent right
away, or live with their parents until they can support
themselves is ultimately a decision that they must make for
themselves. However, all four students agreed that gradua
tion comes up quickly.
“Don’t take any of it for granted,” said Callahan. “It
comes and goes in the blink of an eye.”

n

Next Live Action Film “The Li

people will be happy about that,” said senior Taylor Cries. “It seems confusing more than
anything.”
StaffReporter
According to the trailer, it shows that the directors of this new version stray away from
the idea that the hero of the story is a prince but instead make the main male character a
Directors Chris Bouchard and Blake Harris are teaming up with Conglomerate Media
journalist.
^
and Kingsway Productions and entering the trend of live action remakes of classic
The mermaid, Elizabeth, is also missfing Ariel’s red hair and friends like Sebastian,
^ .^hildren’s movies with “The Little Mermaid.”
,
- Flounder and Scuttle, are not listed on the film’s
Disney was the latest studio to do something similar, most recently with “Beauty and- • ’ (IMDB)page:
the Beast.”
“I really think it will be interesting in the sense that it changes the whole plot and what
According to the trailer, which was released on March 9, this remake of “The Little
we have come to expect from a story like this. There is a different villain and it changes
Mermaid” is set to have a darker twist that stays true to the original fairy tale created by
our perspective of%ho ‘The Little Mermaid’ really is, as well as her story,” said junior
Hans Christian Anderson.
DevarrKane. “l am gl for Disney movies, but I don’t think it will ruin it for me because it
Some Sacred Heqrt University students are concerned with how this dark twist will
is a completely different story and movie.”
conflict with their happier memories of the animated Disney version.
Over the past few years, many live action remakes have been released such as “Alice
“The Disney version tells a story of confidence and love, rather than evil. I think the
in Wonderland,” “^ow White and the Huntsman,” “The Jungle Book,” “Cinderella” and
evilness will ruin the stoty of ‘The Little Mermaid’ and will not be as popular with
“Beauty in the Bea^^ ’
children,” said junior Lauren Pelster.
^ f^oreare going t4> be. released such as “Mulan,” which plans to corne out in 2018
Bustle.com, a pop culture and entertairunent news site, reports that the new movie
ftfcbet^^^jQyQjg^^t^^^ine-up this long, some are tired o3P die cdnstdrif fw projects.
revolves around a young reporter named Cam Harrison, played by William Moseley, who*'
are a lot darker than the originals, which take away from
travels to Mississippi in order to see a real mermaid who is captured and used as a side
the stories we grew up with. The animated versions have tfre lbsfeoinS'alld faifytales that
show act in a circus.
make you feel good after watching them,” said Pelster.
'
Similar to Ursula from the animated film, a magician is holding the mermaid against her
The official IMDB page for “The Little Mermaid” indicates that the film is still in
will to try and steal her soul, which brings another major change into the movie.
post-production, with no official release date other than at some point in 2017.
“I don’t think it’ll be bad but it seems like the story was changed a lot and I don’t think
BY DANIELLE LAPIERRE

News 12 Connecticut Moving On
BY FAYE KENAJIAN

StaffReporter
The on-going threat of budget cuts has affected a local
news station in Connecticut. The Norwalk hour reported
in October that the News 12 CT studio is shutting down its
studio in Connecticut by the spring and the production will
be moved to Edison, N.J.
News 12 CT has been broadcasting since 1986. Among
many people being let go, Tom Appleby, the founder and
anchor, is one of them.
Altice is a global telecommunications company that
recently bought Cablevision. Altice made the decision to
have the budget cuts causing the News 12 local station to
close.
“I think this is a mistake by Altice to consolidate opera
tions, because Cablevision’s strongest asset has been News
12 and that part of their family,” said state Senate Majority
Leader Bob Duff, D-Norwalk to the Norwalk Hour. “We
in Fairfield County have gotten very used to News 12 and
have come to rely on it.”
The New York Times reports Dexter Goei, the new
Chairman and Chief Executive of.^ti.ce.y.S,, made this

decision because he wanted to make this business on a
' larger scale.
Some local officials expressed disappointment in this
decision because of the impact it had on them.
“From a financial stand point, it is understandable why
News 12 had to shut down their studio,” said junior Cath
erine Fleming. “However, it upsets me to see a local place
shut down that has been such a big part in the community.”
Considering that News 12 was a local station, many
Sacred Heart University communication students have
interned there in the past. Students around campus have
different opinions on how they feel about local news orga
nizations being shut down and how they obtain their news.
“I believe that TV news is slowly becoming outdated,”
said junior Kelly Felter. “Hie older generations seem to
rely on watching the news on TV every morning rather
than younger generations who tend to grab their phone
and watch the news in this way. I believe as the younger
generations become more equipped with technology the
sooner TV news will be outdated.”
Thelaurelect.com reported that the Norwalk news staff
including the assignment editors, reporters and videographers are still gathering news in Connecticut, but if studio

production is required it will be done in New Jersey.
“TV news is outdated. There are so many new forms of
how news can get across to people, and many media forms
have not yet adjusted to the new times. Nowadays, younger
people are not relying on newspapers and the radio for
their breaking news. Social media has changed all of that,”
said junior Eric Todisco.
Doingitlocal.com said News 12 spokeswoman Deborah
Koller-Feeney thinks that the relocation will enable the
company to be able to more effectively and consistently
deliver high-quality hyper-local news for views.
Koller- Feeney continues that this includes their special
ty areas of New York, New Jersey and CT. Koller-Feeney
also did not provide any information including what will
happen to staff members affected.
“From my personal opinion, I do not believe that local
news is outdated because it is needed in today’s society,”
said junior Danielle LaPorta. “Times are changing in a
technology sense, but local news should stay the same
because people feel nostalgic towards this type of familiar,
comforting style of local news reporting.”
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As a child, my house was filled to the brim with Barbie Dolls,
tea sets and enough princess dresses to make even the biggest
Disney fanatic sick.
Shoved in the comers of our quaint playroom were Polly
Pockets, stuffed animals of every species, and if you looked hard
enough, sometimes you could find traces of my mother’s makeup
that one of us girls had stolen and then hidden for safekeeping in
the mess.
Despite the abundance of toys to choose fiom, that never
stopped me and one of my three yoimger sisters fi'om arguing
over which toy belonged to whom.
The arguments would often erupt into full on screaming
matches and even tug-o-war style war tactics all in an effort to
steal back the toy that was rightfully one of ours.
But as my sisters and I continued to grow up, arguments in the
playroom seemed to become less important. Instead, the pressure
of serving as the oldest of four girls pushed its way past toy room
banter and to the surface of my priorities.
As the oldest daughter, I soon took on the title of designated
babysitter by age 14. Gourmet Mac and Cheese chef came the
following year, soon after I could add personal chauffeur, and
even referee when things amongst them started to get out of hand.
At the time I begrudgingly took on these roles each time my
parents asked me to, all the while mumbling angrily under my
breath as I agreed.
In the midst of my teenage angst, I looked at my little sisters as
my weekend-plan-ruiners, or three of the world’s best patiencetesters. Never once did I consider them to be much more than
that, until the day came that I wouldn’t be living at home
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As I packed my bags for Sacred Heart University, I realized
that simply taking along picture of these three little pains in the
neck wouldn’t be the same.
Who was going to bother me until I lost any ounce of patience
left in my body? Who was going to steal my clothes and then
deny it for weeks? Who was going to sneak in desert before
dinner with me?
I had truly taken each of their unique personalities for granted
while I was just a hallway away fi-om them, and I was sad to say
that I would miss their aimoying-ness just as much as I was going
to miss New York bagels.
Being their older sister has taught me so much more than any
textbook, or professor could.
I credit the many years of being fimstrated with them as an
important gateway, which taught me patience and to work under
pressure. Being responsible for them for so many years proved
that I could handle more than just worrying about myself.
Not only that, but I learned to multi-task during my many years
of babysitting my sisters, and also how to simultaneously serve as
both a mentor, a referee, and a fiiend.
The lessons that being the oldest of four girls has taught me
has stuck with me throughout my college years, and has most
definitely helped shape me into the reliable, responsible, and
empathetic woman I am today.
So, I suppose, next time I go home to New York to visit my
family, in addition to grabbing a bagel, I should thank each of my
sisters for being the most difficult yet lovable little humans I have
ever had the pleasure of encountering.
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Pizza is arguably the best food out there. I think that most
people would agree that if you’re looking for a good meal then
pizza is one of your best bets.
For those who don’t know, it is an Italian dish that was created
in 1889. Raffaele Esposito created the first pizza to give the Queen
Consort of Italy, Margherita of Savoy. The “Margherita” pizza
paid homage to Italy by showcasing the nation’s colors and the
rest, as they say, is history.
I think the thing about pizza is that it’s such a simple meal yet
it’s so delicious. Plus, pizza is just so customizable. Theoretically,
you could put anything on pizza.
From pepperoni and sausage to macaroni and buffalo chicken,
the opportunities are infinite.
As someone who is predominately Italian, pizza continues to
play a significant role in my life. Growing up, and even still to this
day, I ^et pizza at least once a week. Again, that just goes to show
how accessible and economical pizza could be.
I grew up in a nice little cul-de-sac in the New York City
borough of Staten Island.
If anyone has ever been to Staten Island then you would know
that pizza is not something we take lightly.
Living in a place where we had the best pizza on the entire
planet, you could say I had a lot of reason to choose pizza over
any other food.
Since pizza has such a large place in my heart, I knew that it
could influence how I make some of my decisions throughout my
life.

For example, where I would go to college. I am not going to lie,
the pizza hype in Connecticut did have an impact on my decision
to come to Sacred Heart.
One of my first questions when I was on a tour here was about
the food places near school.
Maybe it was just my tour guide, but she started to immediately
talk about how Connecticut has tons of really good pizza
restaurants.
One place that she mentioned is Frank Pepe’s. I hear this spiel
all the time about how long they’ve been aroimd and how fantastic
their pizza is.
Personally, I do not care for it. Not to mention they bum the .
entire crust so it’s pretty much inedible and their pizza seems to be
very bland.
Next up was Colony, where they charge you a dollar per
topping. It isn’t that bad if I go more than one sausage per slice
and if the pizza was so tiny that I could house three pies.
I could go on for days about other pizza restaiumits here, but
I’m just going to end it.
If you ever try to make the argument that Connecticut has better
pizza then just think about this. Every place here proclaims to
have “New York style pizza.”
Why is that? Well, it’s because New York has the best pizza so
everyone tries to imitate it, unsuccessfully of course.
If you want real pizza, head to New York. Better yet, go to Joe
& Pats on Staten Island and then we can chat.

The editorial page is an open forum. Editorials are the opinions of the individual editors and do not represent the opinions of the whole editorial
board. Letters to the editor are encouraged and are due by Sunday at noonfor consideration for each Wednesday’s issue. All submissions are
subject to editing for spelling, punctuation, and length.
Letters to the editor should not exceed 400 words and should be e-mailed to spectrum@sacredheart.edu. The Spectrum does not assume copyrightfor any publishedmaterial. We are not responsiblefor the opinions of the writers voiced in thisforum.^ ^ ^
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Tell Us Your Story: Sam MacPherson
BY PETER CIOCCA

StaffReporter
Sophomore Sam MacPherson, an aspiring musician, was
a member of the Division I soccer team at Sacred Heart
University. His father and brother are both musicians, and
Sam seems to be following in their footsteps.
MacPherson was on the team for the past two years. He
gained his passion for soccer from his grandfather who
played professionally in Italy.
Recently he has decided to take his focus away from the
sport and pursue a music career.
“Music and soccer have been two really big parts of my
life, but I am kind of ready for music to solely take over,”
said MacPherson.
He is part of a duo at home and often does performances
at Sacred Heart.
“Soccer is probably going to be limited but it will al
ways be something I love and enjoy. Music is something I
want to do and pursue as a career,” said MacPherson.
He writes the lyrics in all of his music, and he also
produces his own music videos.
“Pursuing music as a career is a scary thing because a
lot of people always question that career choice; but I think
the first step in achieving a career in music is knowing that
you actually want to go after that career,” said MacPherson
Being in a duo with his best fiiend from home is a great
experience for him. Although they attend two different
schools, they do come together as if they were never
separated.
“As of right now it is just me in the studio recording my
own stuff and putting stuff out there on my own, but when
we get together we make songs as a band,” he said.
The process of writing his own music is therapeutic
for him.
“It is a way for me to express a lot of things on my mind
and is my way

SOPHOMORE SAM MACPHERSON SHOWS OFF HIS LOVE FOR MUSIC

and goofy environment, while doing something I love,”
said MacPherson.
He loved being on the team with a great group of guys
but it turned out it was just was not his thing.
Be sure to check out MacPherson’s profile on
SoimdCloud at https://soundcloud.com/sammacpherson-625340700, as he has some new song releases as well

“As of last night I released a song called Tn Their Own,’
which you can find on my SoimdCloud under my name.
My EP, which is pretty much a shortened album, is going
to follow which is what I’ve been doing in the studio
recording,” said MacPherson.

tytrt sooir------------------------------------

Food Review: The Granola Bar
BYGABRIELUNUTILE

Co-Copy Editor & Features Editor

GABIRIELLA NUTILE/SPECTRUM

THE CRUNCHY ELVIS YOGURT PARFAIT FROM THE GRANOLA
BAR

“You’ve never been The Granola Bar?” is what people
would always ask me before I finally went.
Although, I do now understand their disbelief because
The Granola Bar is just as good as my fiiends keep saying.
The famous caf6 is located in Westport, Conn, and is
about a 15 minute drive from campus. While 15 minutes
might seem like a little too much of a drive for granola,
you are mistaken because it is everything I could have
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hoped for and more.
As my GPS announced to my friends and I that we had
arrived to our destination, I saw that the cafe was in a cute
strip mall that included stores such as Lily Pulitzer and
other high-end brands.
Walking into The Granola Bar was not what I had
pictured, as the interior color scheme consisted of greys,
browns, and whites.
In front of you are two signs, the right side stating take
out and the left side saying eat in.
If you are planning to eat in though, expect at least a 10
minute wait, especially during lunch time. That is when
they are the busiest, which is around the time that we went
there.
While my fiiends and I waited for about 15 minutes to
be seated, I took in the cool design of this place. Hanging
from the ceiling were white circular bulbs that helped light
the place up. On the right hand side there were different
, sized shelves that have furniture on the top half and then
their products on the bottom, such as their almond butter
and granola that are packaged for purchase.
My favorite part of the place though was the back of
the cafe, and that is where you can order your take out.
The back wall has a chalkboard against it with their menu
written in different colors and fonts, adding to the very
modem and hip feel of the place.
There are two seating options in the cafe; you can either
sit at their tables or at their bar-like seating area, which
faces the tables. When our waitress got us, we were placed
at one of their tables.
I had heard such great things about their fresh, healthy
food options, so I ended up ordering two things: the
Crunchy Elvis yogurt parfait and their avocado toast. The
Cranchy Elvis comes with Greek yogurt, their homemade
vanilla almond granola and their homemade almond butter.

sliced bananas and drizzled honey. Their avocado toast is
mashed avocado on multi-grain bread with flax seeds on
top of it, but they offer a bunch of options to add on top of
it
Originally I thought the yogurt parfait was gdihg to be '
very small ahd that the avbcado toast was going to he very
big, but I had misconceptions with both of my choices.
When my Crunchy Elvis came out, it was much bigger
than I expected, and my avocado toast was a lot smaller.
The display of my yogurt parfait was so cute and looked
so good that I had to be one of those basic girls and take a
picture of it. The Granola Bar also provides perfect lighting
for pictures.
I immediately started with the Crunchy Elvis and I fell
in love. Like I think I went to heaven and came back. Their
almond butter is also out of this world, which I almost
bought but it was about $12 and I’m not about that right
now. Everything about it was just so good.
Now, the avocado toast was sort of a disappointment for
me. First off, this toast cost me $8, which I think is pretty
expensive for one slice of multi-grain toast cut in four
triangles with some avocado on it. Second of all, I thought
I liked avocado more than I actually do because I ate only
one piece of it and that was enough for me due to there
being too much avocado on it.
. The avocado toast isn’t the only thing that is pricey at
this place though, almost everything on their menu is too.
So expect to drop at least ten to fifteen dollars, maybe even
more depending on how much you order and if you get a
drink.
As a senior though, I regret not coming to this cafe
earlier in my college years because I was very much
missing out.
So if anyone tells me they haven’t gone there, I will
definitely be one of those people saying back to them in
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Apple Releases New Red iPhone
BY FALLON BEVINO

StaffReporter

.
.
Apple is teaming up with (RED) and The Global pirid ih (he ight to prevent AID’s. On •
Friday, March 24 Apple released a-speeial edition red colored iPhone for the iPhone 7 and
iPhone 7 plus.
A portion of each phone purchase will go to (RED) and The Global Fund.
“This gives customers an imprecedented way to contribute to the Global Fimd and bring
the world a step closer to an AIDS-firee generation,” said Apple in their press release.
(RED) is an organization that was started by Bobby Shriver and Bono in 2006. It acts as
a liaison between people, businesses, the community and the Global Fund. According to
red.oig, the goal is to make it easier for people and businesses to join the fight against the
deadly virus of AIDS.
*4, '"
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(RED) is comprised of partner companies that create red-colored products, which they
sell to the public and donate a portion back to (RED). The oiganization then donates all of
that money to The Global Fund. Aside fi-om Apple, some other partner companies include
Alex & Ani, Coca-Cola, and Le Creuset.
“I was really excited to hear about Apple coming out with a red version of the iPhone
7 and 7 plus,” said sophomore Chloe Weeks. “Not only does it add a pop of color to the
iPhone line-up, but it’s nice knowing it’s for a really good cause which is helping save
lives.”
The red iPhone is not the first product Apple has offered to support the fight against
AIDS. In past years, Apple has created three different iPods, Beats by Dre headphones and
other apple device accessories,that sport a red finish; all in which a portion of profit was
given to (RED).
The Global Fund, the recipient of all proceeds coming fi^m the (RED) organization
and its partners, works to fast-track the end of not only AIDS, but Malaria, HTV, and
Tuberculosis, as well.
According to the Global Fund, Apple is its biggest corporate sponsor, and the partner
ship began in 2006. Although Apple does not release the percentage of the products cost
that is donated to the Global Fund, Apple’s special edition (RED) products have raised
over 130 million dollars.
With the addition of red, the iPhone 7 and iPhone 7 plus line-up is now comprised of
six colors. The notable difference between the original five colors and the red iPhone, lies
in the fact that the red edition only comes in high-capacity sizes. iPhones are categorized
not only by color and model, but by storage as well, which is measured in gigabytes (GB).
While the jet black, black, silver, gold and rose gold are all available in 32 GB, 128 GB
and 256 GB, the red is only available in 128GB and 256GB.
“The red iPhone is so pretty, and I love the color. But since I don’t need the extra stor
age on miy phone, it’s really not worth the extra money,” said freshman Cierra Casale.
The release of the red iPhone has brought massive awareness to the (RED) campaign.
On March 24, the day of the release, the red iPhone was trending on Twitter,
“I first found out about the red iPhone on the day it was released because it was a trend
ing topic on my twitter feed,” said sophomore Stephanie Leson. “Ever since. I’ve been
obsessed. It caught my eye, and now I need to have it.”
The red iPhone 7 and iPhone 7 plus are available for purchase online, atApple.com and
in Apple stores around the country. To learn more about (RED), the Global Fund, and their
fight to end the spread ofAIDS, you can visit their websites at www.red.org, and www.
theglobalfund.oig.
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Club Spotlight: Pre-Law Club
BY DANTE CABRAL

StaffReporter
Are you interested in learning about law or pursuing a
carTOr,ip.lavy?,
ji-:
liie Pre-Law Club has existed at Sacre<) Heart Universi
ty for 15 years. The club was created to introduce students
to the study of law, to encourage students to consider a
career in law, and to help students prepare for the Law
School Admissions Test (LSAT).
“It’s acted as a support system for the experience of
thinking of applying to law schools. The process is
stressful and overwhelming so it’s nice to know that others
are going through the same thing,” said junior and Vice
President of the club Este Deschamps.
The LSAT is the entrance exam needed in order to get
into law school. Junior Anthony Galvano, co-president of
the club, thinks that the LSAT preparation that takes places
every meeting is the most important part.
“We try and gear the club more towards the LSAT. We
begin every class by giving a mock question so that people
can familiarize themselves with the LSAT,” said Galvano.
The club also does other things to help students learn
about law besides handing out mock questions.
“We do interviews through Skype sometimes with
people fi’om different iraiversities. Or we will do a debate
in class. We will get people used to making an argument,
formulating an argument, countering an argument, stuff
like that,” said Galvano.
Members of the club are finding it very beneficial to
have guest speakers come and speak at their meetings.
“Having the opportunity to hear law school admissions
counselors come and speak to us about the requirements
for law school and what the overall experience is like for a
law student has been extremely valuable,” said sophomore
secretary Meagan Schantz. “It has helped me to better
understand the expectations of entering into the field of law
and has taught me crucial information that I need to know
in order to fiirther my education and plan my career.”
Professor Gary Rose is the advisor for the club.

.■W

THE PRE-LAW CLUB ALLOWS STUDENTS TO LEARN ABOUT THE LAW SCHOOL EXPERIENCE AND ALSO MEET PEOPLE SUCH AS THE
AHORNEY GENERAL

“This is extremely important as it allows the students
to hear first hand about the law school experience and the
day-to-day work of a lawyer,” said Rose.
Rose also plans to form a Pre-Law advisory board in the
future. It would consist of Sacred Heart alumni and faculty
who are lawyers.
The club is planning on holding more events before the
end of the school year, such as another mock LSAT, two
more guest speakers and a potential trip to the Capitol.
Students can find out about the club through emails that
are sent out by Rose, postings on the website and presenta

tions fi'om Rose himself at the open houses. To be involved
with the club, students should attend the meetings
whenever they take place.
Meeting days, times and locations for the club are
usually described in Rose’s school-wide emails.
“I would say that this year has been our break-through
year, if you want to put it that way. We have had high and
regular attendance,” said Galvano.
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Arts & Entertainment
Literary Spring: William Ivor Fowkes
BY JOSEPH DURANTE

StaffReporter
The College ofArts and Sciences hosted author and
award-winning playwright, William Ivor Fowkes, for
Literary Spring on Thursday, March 30 in the Ryan Matura
Library.
Fowkes is a former philosophy professor and business
man who worked as marketing executive for Time Maga
zine, HBO, CBS and Showtime. He also vwote books such
as “Skyline: Tales of Manhattan,” “Sunshine Quest” and
“All in the Faculty.”
According to the program flyer, “his work explores a
wide range of topics including human relationships, gay
issues and religion.”
“This guest lecture was the perfect way to show that
anyone can be a writer or an actor or anything else in
life and make it out in the world,” said fi-eshman Ashley
Pencynzyn.
Fowkes started as a philosophy student at Yale Univer
sity and wanted to become a philosophy professor. He
discovered that in corporate America, there were fewer
jobs for people who studied philosophy, so he became a
promotional writer for Time Magazine.
After a time, he stopped being a promotional writer and
became the marketing Vice President for Showtime, where
he held a career in marketing for 32 years.
However, when his branch at Shovftime was shut down,
he went back to writing. Fowkes is passionate about writ
ing and sharing the experiences and struggles he’s had over
the course of his life.
One of his biggest struggles was when he came out
as gay.
Fowkes was married to his wife for 10 years and has two
daughters. When he came out, he and his wife divorced.
From there he started a new chapter in his life and wrote
his first noveL He wrote three more books, but none of

which were ever published.
Fowkes then joined a writing group where he had written
a short story. He rewrote it as a play and he continued to
write more until he made it into a career.

JOSEPH DURANTE/SPECTRUM

WILLIAM IVOR FOWKES HOSTS A LITERARY SPRING EVENT IN THE RYAN MATURA LIBRARY

The Dramatists Guild ofAmerica is a professional orga
nization for playwrights, composers and lyricists working
in the U.S. theatre market. In his lecture, Fowkes said how
there aren’t many playwrights today.
“The Dramatist Guild estimates 10,000 playwrights in
this coimtry, which is low,” said Fowkes.
Wlieh Fowkes Is not writing a play about personal expe~

riences, he writes plays about what is happening in today’s
society.
For Literary Spring he read a 10 minute play he wrote
about race and moral issues during the time of the 2016

Presidential Election.
Students and faculty who attended the event were moved
and entertained by Fowkes’s story.
“I liked the man’s personality a lot because he was very
amicable, outgoing, and enjoyable to listen to when he
talked,” said junior Himter Hatlee. “With an event like this,
it’s for people that are in the arts. It’s about one who was
able to move on and do something with that art form. It
will show more validation for what they are doing.”

The Pioneer Players’ Latest Showcase
BY PETER MCCUE

StaffReporter
Sacred Heart University’s improv troupe, the Pioneer Players, put on their latest
showcase in the Little Theatre on Thursday, March 30.
The Pioneer Players is a group within the Theatre Arts Program and run by junior
Edward Feeley. In preparation for their showcases, he creates a set list of different
improvisational games and exercises for the members to produce.
“I have been doing improv for three years now,” said Feely. “What I love about improv
is that you have no idea what’s going to happen on stage and no idea if what you do will
work.”
The set list for the event consisted of a number of improvisational games like “Lazy
Susan,” where four actors rotate between different scenes, and “Household Olympics,”
where two performers commentate on two silent actors acting out a common, household
chore.
“Improv teaches you how to think on the spot and how to keep a straight face. Most
importantly, you make a great group of fiiends,” said junior John Hartnett. “Improv has
made me [feel welcome] as a new tapper.”
The Pioneer Players meet and rehearse twice a week and invite anyone who is interested
in improv to join their rehearsals.
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From there, Feeley decides which 12 students will perform in the showcases.
“I started improv at the beginning of the year and I fell in love with it. I have met some
of my best fiiends through improv and I look forward to it every week,” said freshman
Matthew Kreckie.
Junior Eugene McDonagh has seen many improv shows and is amazed at how much
the troupe has improved; specifically how Feeley has helped the troupe grow over the past
year.
“It was without a doubt one of the best shows that the team has ever put on,” said Mc
Donagh.
Some of the audience members notice how the members all bring something different to
the performance.
“I really enjoyed everyone’s imique style and creativity. Eddie Feely did a great job
coordinating the Pioneer Players and putting on a great show,” said junior Laura Backus.
The Pioneer Players will be performing at Habitat for Humanity’s fimdraiser on Tues
day, April 11 and their final showcase of the school year is on Wednesday, April 19 at
10:10 p.m. in the Little Theatre—^both free of admission.
“Everyone should come to an improv show, whether it is before the year is over or next
year because we will not disappoint,” said junior Emily Shea. “There are always a lot of
laughs, a lot of fim, and a lot of memories while on stage.”
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Sports
Two Pioneer Men’s Lacrosse Players Earn NEC Weekly Honors
BY JACK SULLIVAN

StaffReporter
After an 8-7 win on March 25 against Hobart, two
Sacred Heart men’s lacrosse players earned NEC Player of
the Week honors.
Senior long-stick middie Ryan O’Donoghue was named
NEC Defensive Player of the Week and fi-eshman goalie
Brooks Dutton received Rookie of the Week honors for the
fourth week this season.
“It is definitely good to get this honor,” said O’Donoghue.“I could not have had these stats without my team
mates, talking off ball and communicating and sliding. It is
good to have teammates to help me reach these goals that
I have.”
O’Donoghue averages 3.13 caused turnovers per game,
which is tied for first in the nation. He had four in the game
against Hobart to go along with five ground balls.
He believes he has an edge with experience and skill set

that sets him apart fi'om the rest of defenders in the league
“I have a key eye just for taking the ball away. I think
it is one of my specialties in that field of lacrosse,” said
O’Donoghue.
As a senior, O’Donoghue is a leader for the whole team.
He sets a good example for his team in practice and in
games to keep the rest of the players motivated and ready
to play.
“Ryan has had that success ever since he was a fi-esh
man,” said coach Jon Basti. “The team puts him in a spot
for him to be really successful. I guarantee you that the rest*
of the team would say the same thing.”
Dutton as a freshman has a .598 save percentage this
season and an 8.20 goals against average. He had 14 saves
against Hobart which earned him another NEC Rookie of
the week honor.
“I am very excited and happy to receive this honor,”
said Dutton. “It takes a lot of hard work and there are a lot
of good rookies in this league, so it is a good feeling.”
Although he is a freshman, Dutton does not feel

pressure because he has his teammates and coaches helping
him out and teaching him along the way. He knows that
there is much to improve on even with the talent he has.
“I need to work on my footwork and hand speed. I’ve
got a lot to work on there. As well as communicating with
my defenders,” said Dutton.
Similar to O’Donoghue, Dutton has his teammates to
support his game to allow him to achieve this success.
“Brooks has been pretty impressive all year fi-bm the
fall and learned a lot,” said Basti' “I think he gets pushed
pretty hard by the other goalies. They are all doing a nice
job in keeping him on his toes.”
Never playing college lacrosse before, Dutton hopes for
a good season for both himself and his teammates.
The theme of playing and winning as a team is a huge
part of the team’s and player’s success.
“We try to play a complete team game and this is the
reason why those guys have had such success,” said Basti.
O’Donoghue, Dutton and the rest of the men’s lacrosse
team play against Bryant on April 8.

Women’s Indoor Track & Field Earn NEC Coaching Staff of the Year
BY KENDALL CURK

Staff Reporter
For the fourth year in a row, the Sacred Heart Pioneers
Women’s Indoor Track and Field team was named
Northeast Conference (NEC) Coaching Staff of the Year.
The women’s team scored at least one point in each one
of their 17 events at the 2017 NEC Indoor Championships,
which ran Feb. 17-18 at the Ocean Breeze Complex in
Staten Island.
.
Head coach Christian Morrison and his staff had five
runners make all conference and in addition, three runners
earned the status ofAll-Rookie after their performance
throughout the season.
Morrison is proud of his staff and runners.
“It is an honor to coach this group of women. Their ded
ication, willingness to make sacrifices, and team spirit and
cohesiveness are the secrets to our success. Our women
train under adverse conditions, in terms of weather and
facilities, but they persevere, stay positive and get the job
done,” said Morrison. -

Rain or shine, snow and slush, Morrison and his staff
has prepared his staff and runners to push through any
obstacle that comes their way.
All of the head coaches in track and field fi'om the
Northeast Conference vote on the awards.
“It’s humbling to know that our colleagues think we did
the best coaching job, and four years in a row no less,” said
Morrison.
However, he was quick to give credit where it’s due.

success,” said Morrison.
According to Morrison, there’s no secret when it comes
to coaching. It’s all about how bad the coaches and players
are motivating each other.
“If a coach isn’t passionate about what they’re doing,
then they’re probably not going to do a good job,” said
Morrison. “It also helps if a coach has some creativity and
some innovative impulses. There are so many challenges
involved in coaching track and field. Each member of my

_ “My. ^isjants.all do a thorough and professional iob

staff is really ^ood

coaching the athletes that they oversee,” said Morrison.

stances.

wifo challenging circun^

“The outcomes we have are proof of that and I’m fortunate
to have each of them on my staff.”
Morrison talked about how he wants his staff to set an
example so that they can inspire other coaching staffs to
improve their teams by reaching new levels and exceeding
their potential.
“Things are never perfect, no matter where you work,
but I think we get excellent administrative support at
Sacred Heart. From Bobby Valentine and Brad Hurlbut on
down, everyone tries to put our teams in a position to have

Morrison and his crew are looking to bring the same
passion next year as they look to win the award for the fifth
year in a row. Although the awards are nice, Morrison has
his priorities straight.
“We’d love to keep on winning conference champion
ships, while making a greater impact at the regional and
national level. More importantly, we want to keep on
recruiting, coaching, and graduating young people that
we’re proud to have worked with,” said Morrison.

Pioneer Athletic Social Media Accounts Help to Inform Fans
BY MARK MORALES

Staff Reporter
Sacred Heart University Athletics has many different
social media accounts available to their fans and students.
Their official athletics account @SHUBigRed is run
by Athletic Communications. There are also individual
accounts for most of the sports team.
Athletic Communications provides game previews and
game recap for all 32 Division I varsity sports. They also
manage the content that goes online.
“We have official athletic accounts which are department
wide, and that’s run by the athletic communications staff.
Then the teams have their own Twitter/Facebook pages and
those are managed by the coaches,” said Senior Associate
Athletic Director Christopher O’Connor.
There is a difference between the official athletic
accounts and the personal sports teams accounts.
“The official accounts are newsier and provide more
official information. The sports teams accounts are more
connecting to different groups, they help recruit and help
coimect alunmi,” said O’Connor.
Figuring out what goes on the social media accounts is a
process of its own.
“It’s a mix and match. We have a number of different
outlets where we try to put information out,” said
O’Connor. “Obviously our official athletic website is
where all of our news goes.”
There is a difference in the way the various social media
accounts are used.

YOU CAN FOLLOW PIONEERS SOCIAL MEDIA AT @SHUBIGRED

“Twitter we try to use informationally,” said O’Connor.
“Facebook has become more of a way where it’s almost a
second website where we post a lot of links. Instagram is
where we try to reach our student base, so that’s more of a
game day type of post or student of the week type of thing.
We try to get a lot of content out to all of them without
being super repetitive.”
Athletic Communications is responsible to cover all the
home games as well as a select number of road games.
“We only staff road games for a select number of sports;
men’s and women’s basketball and football,” said O’Con
nor. “The games that we have more staff at, we can do

more updates.”
The only team that Athletic Communications does
not run social media for is the equestrian team. Athletic
Commimications also doesn’t send a representative to their
events because they do a lot of Twitter updates through
their own coaching staff.
There are many options to get news and scores on
Pioneer Athletics.
“I thought that following @SHUBigRed would be easier
to get updates on all the sports teams rather than following
all of them individually,” said jimior Nicholas Rivera.
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